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Abstract.

-
-

eral clearance on its towing resistance is studied. The main research method is CFD modeling.
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the engine compartment and the deck house. The APV 

their basic characteristics.
Determining the towing resistance via the software 

system Flow Vision.
CFD modeling provides the possibility of a prompt, 

Problem statement. It is well known that towing 
resistance essentially depends on the shape of a ship 
hull. Unfortunately, there is no analytical dependence of 
the hull shape on its resistance due to the complexity of 

the boundary conditions precisely on this ship surface. 
Thus, the effect of the hull shape on resistance is gener-
ally studied by trial and error for a particular sequence of 
project alternatives. The motion resistance for each alter-
native can be estimated either through a physical experi-
ment in research tanks or by CFD modeling. The latter is 

study of hydrodynamic characteristics of the ship move-
ment. Yet, it calls for preliminary determination of such 
parameters as the number of cells (grid nodes), location 
and degree of grid adaptation, and time step). It is deter-
mination of these parameters and obtaining of practical 
results that is considered in the present study of the resis-
tance of the catamarans of the AVP projects. 

Latest research and publication analysis. At pres-
ent, there is plenty of publications dealing with determi-
nation of towing resistance of multi-hull vessels (cata-

target function of designing so that it would not involve 
-

hull construction. Thus, the towing resistance of such 
-

cal simulation in a research tank, which may be feasible 
for constructing large series of such vessels, or by us-
ing CFD modeling, which is much more economical and 
takes less time. In addition, the customer often requires a 
change in the shape of the hull of serial models to place 
propellers or other underwater devices there, which will 

-
parently, CFD modeling can provide a prompt solution 
in this case as well.

THE ARTICLE AIM to apply CFD modeling to es-
tablish the impact of the hull shape on the towing resis-
tance of the catamarans of the AVP projects.

Basic material. The procedure of determining tow-
ing resistance of catamarans is different from that for 
regular vessels. The towing resistance of catamarans de-
pends not only on the shape of hull contours, but also 
(and considerably) on the horizontal clearance. A com-

-

constructed using Solid Works software, and a model-
ing project was created in the Flow Vision CFD package. 
To further provide for the accuracy of the Flow Vision 
modeling results, the impact of the number of cells and 
the time step was studied for low- and medium-power 
computers.

Special features of the contours of the AVP catama-
rans. A comparative analysis involved four AVP projects 
manufactured by the Artel LLC.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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CT RT v

where RT
(m v -
face area (m ).

CR CT – CF,

where CF -

CF lgRe ),

where Re is the Reynolds number.

In this study, three values of the lateral clearance are 
S Lwl

Graphical representation of the calculation results is giv-

transfer processes. It helps predict the behavior of prod-
ucts during operation, optimize their design, and com-
prehensively examine the projects before they are put 
into production. The approach reduces the need for ex-
pensive prototypes, accelerating the market launch of in-
novative products. The project research environment and 
automation tools allow comparing project alternatives 
and provide understanding of the impact of the changes 
introduced by the engineer. CFD packages help make 
more informed decisions even at the early stages of proj-
ect development.

The CFD package adopted for the resistance studies 

equation (Reynolds equation, continuity equation) for a 

k–s model is used 
for turbulence description. The minimum dimensions 
of the box are set; the level of hull adaptation is equal 

-
-

mined according to the following formulas.

Table 1. Project passport data

No. Name Symbol Value
Maximum length Lmax, m
Length on designed waterline LDWL, m
Maximum width Bmax, m
Midship width on designed waterline BDWL,m
Draft d, m
Displacement , t

Cb

Cw

Cm

Cp
Wetted surface area

Table 2. 

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value

Table 3. 

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value
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Table 4.

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Table 5. Impact of the lateral clearance S Lwl

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value

Table 6. Impact of the lateral clearance S Lwl

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value

Table 7. Impact of the lateral clearance S Lwl

Symbol
Running speed Running speed Froude number Towing resistance Residual resistance 

v, knots v, knots Fr R, kN CR

Value
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-

regarded as the most optimal among these models. In 
addition, the impact of lateral clearance on towing re-
sistance was analyzed. As it was revealed, lateral clear-
ance virtually does not affect the value of the residual 

numbers. Meanwhile, for the Froude number being 

most optimal value. The obtained results have already 
been introduced to the catamaran production at the Artel  
shipyard. 

CONCLUSIONS. The paper studied the issue of 
towing resistance and the factors that affect its magnitude. 

-
ment, the curves of dependence of the residual resistance 

of the projects. As shown by the comparative analysis, the 

power of the main engine should be increased, otherwise 
the vessel’s running speed will decrease.

The most favorable results were shown by the 
-

Fig. 7.

Pensa C.
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